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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a 2D leaks,-wave antenna is designed.fbr
ntillimeter-wat,e applications in the W band. We consi.der a method for
scanning the antennct beam at a fixed frequency using optical control oJ
the properties of a semiconductor wat,eguide. The analJ,ses are done at
94 GHl using silicon, althouglt other frequertcy ranges and ntaterials
are possible. Beam scanni.ng is achieved b), varyit'tg the densiry of an
opticall| induced plasma, without otlrcrwise modif:,ing the antenna
struchrre or changing the frequ.ency. The steepest-descent approximation
is used lo calculate tlrc ,far;.field radiati.on pattenx, rNhere we slnw tlut
the heam can be ,gcanned ot,er an approxim.ately 30" range, @ 2003
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Due to desirable physical characteristics, and specffum congestion
at lower frequencies, millimeter-wave technology has been gaining
interest in recent years. The W band of frequencies is of particular
importance, as seen by the large number of applications in this
area. Devices operating in this band of frequencies generally offer
good bandwidth characteristics and compact physical features.
Applications of millimeter-wave technology include automotive
ladars and collision avoidallce systems Il], autonomous-landing
ailcraft systems, satellite communication [2], wireless access systems for subscriber links [3], high-speed wireless LANs, wireless
chip-to-chip interconnections for multi-chip modules [4]. and missile guidance [5].
Uniform dielectric waveguides are convenient leaky-wave antennas for millimeter-wave applications because they are lightweight, rigid, and easily fabricated from high-purity semiconductors such as silicon and gallium arsenide. Leaky-wave antennas
utilizing plasma were among the first leaky-wave antennas studied
[6, 7], for application to ionospheric plasma. Later, leaky-wave
antenna work centered on layered dielectrics, whele material and
structural properties could be chosen to result id desirable charac-

teristics [8].

Beyond ordinary dielectric/metallic structures, electronic ol'
other nonmechanical control over radiation characteristics is very

At lower GHz fiequencies, ferrites can be used for
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Semiconductor slab with above-bandgap illumination

electronic control over antenna properties [9, 10]. although ferrites
are generally very lossy in the millimeter-wave range. Solid-state
magneto-plasma materials, which are formed by magnetic-lield
biasing of a semioonductor, are sometimes used in the miilimeterwave regime, although in this case one has conffol over the
imaginary part of the permittivity dyadic, related to conductivity.
Another option is a solid-state plasma generated by above-bandgap
optical illumination of a semiconductor. leading to optical control
over the material's complex permittivity. This scheme has been
utilized to optically control various millimeter-wave passlve components i11-131. Solid-state plasmas have also been utilized in
antenna appiications t14-161, although in these works optically
induced gratings were used to produce the leaky-wave radiation.
In this paper, we consider a94-GHz optically controlled leakySteering of the rnain beam has been achieved by optically varying

the plasma density, which affects the leaky-wave propaganon
constant of the background dielectric waveguide, theleby conffolling the radiation pattern.

2. FORMULATION
Consider a semiconductor slab in the absence of any illumination'
as shown in Figure 1, and the case where the semiconductor slab
is illuminated by above-bandgap radiation, as shown in Figure 2.
Wren the semiconductor waveguide is illuminated with abovebandgap radiation, a plasma layer is created within the region d',

the refractive index of which differs greatly from that of the
background semiconductor. The real and the imaginary parts ofthe
jr are given by [11]:
refractive index n
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where 4 and rc are obtained by selecting the * or - sign in the
teading ternr in Eq. (1). respectively. ln Eq. (1), e. is the dielectric
constant of silicon, z is the collision frequency in the plasma' ro is
the operating frequency, and c,r, is the plasma frequency, given by

(2)

where N is the density of plasma per cm3, e is the electronic
charge, and mx' is the effective mass of the charge carrier. The
dielectric constant of the plasma is n2 : Epto"^o.
The real and irnaginary parts of the piasma as a function of
plasma density N are shown in Figure 3.
As can be seen from Figure 3, when N is approximately equal
to lOrslcm3, the real part of the refractive index begins to deviate

Semiconductor slab without illurnination
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wave antenna based on a simpie silicon-waveguide structure.
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Figure 3 Variation of complex refractive index of plasma as a function
of plasma density
,t
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wavelength in silicon at94 GHz. An increase in waveguide thickin side-iobe radiation. The line
source is positioned at the top ofthe silicon tayer, at'the air/silicon
interface.
ness beyond this value would result

1015

1 1016

The eiectric field in the air region, due to a TE line source, is
given by

itr,

.v)

: i166(x)5(y).

(3)

and in the silicon region is

E(x, y)

:

il"(x, y),

(4)

when

t"(

x, y)

: t,l-

(51
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In Eq. (5). p : fq

--tr", where fto is the free-space wave
number. The coefficient G(k,") has a complicated form, and is
given in [17]. The integral in Eq. (5) is solved using the steepestdescent approximation, leading to

6;
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half-space.

For numerical computations, the thickness of the plasma layer
was chosen to be -50 p,m, which is a reasonably obtainable value.
The thickness of the silicon was taken to be 10,\-,, where tr", is the

9

Variation of angle of beam maximurn vs, plasma density

fiom its low-density value, and at

10r6/cm3 the real and the
imaginary parts become approximately equal. Above this density,
the plasma begins to act like a metal. The plasma density and
thickness are controlled by the intensity of the optical illumination.
From the above discussion, it is obvious that a plasma layer can
be induced in a semiconductor. and the properties of the plasma
controlled externally. Based on this phenomenon, Figure 4 shows
a 2D leaky-wave antenna consisting of a line source, a silicon
layer, and optical illumination.
Varying the plasma density (which is, in turn, dependent upon
the intensity of the laser illuminating the silicon slab) changes the
permittivity of the plasma. The antenna's properties are varied
liom the underside. rather than from the priniary radiation side (the
air region above the structure), which is an advantage, since any
mechanical structure to produce the incident illumination will not
interfere with radiation. A dr.awback, though, is that at low plasma
densities the antenna will radiate into both upper and lower halfspaces, although for sufficiently high densities the plasma region is
essentially a metal, and radiation occurs only into the desired upper

I 101s

where

r is

the radial distance from the

(6)

.

antenna,

F(O) :

f", and @, is the saddle point, Q, = 0, with 0 the
angle measured from the vertical (x) axis.
Figure 5 shows the beam scan as the plasma density varies. It
can be seen that the major scan occurs between 10rs/cm3 and
10r6/cm3. The bearn angle, below l0l5/cm3 and above 10r6/cm3,
G(f")tucos

remains approximately constant. Therefore. we can scan the beam
over a 30o range with only a small change in the density of the
Y

plasma.
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TABLE 1 Values of 0oo with Respect to Various Plasma
Densities and Corresponding Q Values

l/10r6

1.561

QQ)

26.465 7r.984
25.119 75.283 ,
13.176 45.830
12.1'.75 3'7.393
22.063 60.989
13.412 30.999
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2 Comparison Between 0bo, the Leaky-Wave
Predicted Beam Angle, and the Actual {Simulated)'Beam
Angle, 0-",
TABLE

Density (/cm3)
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3. LEAKY.WAVE ANALYSIS
As is well known, leaky-wave antennas have radiation properties
that can be explained in terms of the background waveguide's
leaky waves. In converting Eq. (5) to the steepest-descent plane,
and moving the integration contour to the steepesFdescent contour,
proper and improper waveguide poles may be captured. These field
(residue) constituents do not directly contribute to the far field in
a steepest-descent appfoximation (except along the interface), although leaky waves may dominate the near field. In this case, a
convenient alternative method to determine the far field is via the
Kirchhof-Huygens integration of the near field [7], frorn which
one sees that if the near field is dominated by a leaky wave, the
corresponding far-field behavior is explained by the leaky wave.
Let 0,,.,,, be the angle of maximum radiation, as shown in
Figure 5. In [7] it is shown that

gor:

cos-'(!6osnT--tn?;)

(8)

is the angle of the main beam as predicted by the leaky wave,
where @, = +, +.1@, is the steepest-descent variable evaluated
at the leaky-wave pole location.
In Table I we provide the values of 0,,,,, for different plasma
densities, The value Q in the table corresponds to the ratio of the
pole contribution (residue contribution) to the excitation amplitude
of the space wave of Eq. (6), which rnust be much greater than
unity fbr the leaky wave to dominate the far field [71. The value
within the parentheses is the distance from the line source (-v) at
x : 0 along the surface of the waveguide, in millimeters. Since the
leaky wave clearly dorninates. we expect that the radiation properties of the antenna can be adequately described by the leakywave theorv.
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Normalized leakage constant vs. plasma density

To ver:ify this statement. Table 2 provides a comparison between 0r,, and 0,,,,, for different plasma densities, where 0^u" is
the angle bf the beani maximum computed from the steepestdescent result [Eq. (6)]. It can be seen that the leaky mode cleady
controls the far-field behavior, since 0r,, is approximately equal to
0,,,", in all cases.
For wave propagation of the fomr e-i(B-ia)2, the variation of
the normalized phase constant and leakage constant of the silicon/
plasma waveguide with piasma density is shown in Figures 6 and
7, respectively [17], In Figure 6, the most significant variation of
the phase constant occurs between the densities 10r5/cm3 and
10r6/cm3. lt can be seen that as the density increases from l0'5/
cm= to l0'6/cm3. the phase constant changes lapidly, which, in
turn. controls the beam-scan angle. as shown in Table 2.
In Figure 7, we show the variation of the leakage constant
versus plasma density, A large value of the leakage constant
implies a large leakage rate, thus producing a short effective
apefiure, so that the radiated beam has large beamwidth. Conversely, a low leakage-constant value results in a narow bean,
provided that the physical aperture is sufficiently iong. As can be
seen from Figure 7, the beam narrows at higher plasma densities.

4. CONCLUSTON
This papel describes a method fbr scanning the main beam of a
sirnpie solid-state plasma leakl'-vvavs antenna at 94 GHz by optically controlling the density of plasma in the semiconductor slab.
The main beam can be scanned by approximately 30" at a fixed
flequency. Simulation results fbr the beam scan are provided, as
are results that verify the leaky-wave nature of the antenna.
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1. INTRODUCTION

photolithographic MIC, MMIC, and MEMS processes. Compared
to photonic bandgap (PBG) t2l, DGS has a simple structure and
potentially great applicability to the design of microwave circuits
such as filters. amplifiers, and oscillators [3*6]. The electromagnetic waves in DGS materials provide bandgap characteristics,
hence making a slow-wave structure. In slow-wave stluctures, the
efTective wavelength increases without any dimensionai cbanges'
thus a compact design is obtained.

In previously reported DGS, the DGS lattice had a

simple
a
novel
paper'
In
this
rectangular.
geometf,ical shape, for example,
is
carpet,
a
Sierpinski
of
composed
is
which
lattice,
DGS
fractal
proposed. The fractal DGS section can be perlbrmed as a series lC
resonator by using a simple circuitanalysis method' Also' the
behavior of fractal DGS-engineered material can be controlled by
a iattice parameter, such as the filting factor'. Sirnulations show its
bandgap and slow-wave characteristics are better than those of the
conventional dumbbell-shaped DGS.
Moreover, the fractal DGS is applied effectively to the design
of a iow-pass lilter (LPF). This LPF is designed and fabricated
with one DGS pattern on the ground plane and a 50O microstrip
line with two cross-iunction open stubs on the top metal plane A
comparison between simulation and measurement confirms the
validity of the proposed fractal DGS and the LPF's configuration
and design procedure. Simple structure and high power handling
capability are obtained from the proposed LPF.

2. FRACTAL DGS PATTERN AND ITS BANDGAP
CHARACTERISTICS

O 2003 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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ABSTRACT: A novel fractal defected growtd sttucture (DGS) for the
microstrip Line is proposed. The DGS unit lattice is realized bt replac'
ing the etched rectangular holes in grctund plane with a Sietpinski carpet. The proposed.fractal DGS can provide better bandgap, slow-wave
characteristics, and selectivity at cutoff than the conventional dunzbbellshaped DGS. Furthern'tore, the fractal DGS is applied ef;fectively to de'
stgn a lov,-pass flter (LPF) A cornparison between simulatiort and mea'
surenrent confrms the validity of the LPF configuration and design
procedure. A simple stnrcture and high-power handling capabiliry are
obtained Jront the proposed LPF. @ 2003 Wiley Periodicals. Inc'
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Figure 1 shows the schematics of ttre proposed fractal DCS and a
conventional durnbbell-shaped DGS, occupying the same sudace
area. The DGS is etched on the metallic ground plane' The fiactal
DGS lattice shown il'l Figure I possesses the some self-similarity
as a Sierpinski cat?et, and shows some fractal characteristics [2]'
Ger-rerally speaking, the itnportant desigu parameters of DGS are
the etched lattice <limension a X a and the gap distance 8'
Moreover, the proposed fractal DGS provides another important
design parameter-filling factor atla2, where the relationship

Zat * at : a is

selected for simplicity' The substrate for
simulation and measurement was an RT/Duloid 5880 with
0.762-mni thickness and a dielectric collstant e, of 2'22' The line
width 14, is chosen for the characteristic inpedance of the 50O
microstrip line. The DGSs are simulated via the method of moments (MoM) using Ansoft Ensemble 8.0 SV'
Figure 2 shows the simulation of the transmission characteris: 0'9 mm)'
tics of three different filling factors arlat = Il3 (a,
arlar: | (at = 1.5 mm), andarla":2ll (ar: 1'8 mm) for
5
the fractal DGS, compared with a dumbbell-shaped DGS (a = 4
fractal
the
of
poles
mm). The simulation shows the attenuation
DGS shift lower than that of the dumbbell-shaped DGS in the
provide
same occupied surface. In adrlition, the fractal DGS
sharper cutoff performances.

Figure 3 shows the equivalent circuit of the proposed fractal

parallel
DGS. The bandgap characteristics can be explained by a
into
taken
are
effects
radiating
The
(L.
and
C,).
resonator
lC
parameters
account and represented by R,. The equivalent circuit
canbederivedfromtheSparametersbasedontheelecffomagne-
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